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ELECTION 2020: WATCHING 
THE NOMINEES DEBATE

GRADES 6–12 SOCIAL STUDIES ACTIVITY

Objective

• Students will identify key issues and positions presented during one of the Election 
      2020 debates
• Students will evaluate the effectiveness of each nominee’s message and presentation 

Activity

To help students understand the importance of presidential debates, and the impact that 
they can have on a presidential election, distribute the Debate Evaluation Worksheet. Assign 
them to watch one of the Election 2020 debates:

 •   Presidential—Sept 29, October 15, and October 22, 9 p.m. EST
 •   Vice Presidential—October 7, 9 p.m. EST

As they watch the debate, students will fill out the Debate Evaluation Worksheet. The next 
day, have the students present their work.

Before the debate, explain to students that as they watch the event, they should focus on the 
following questions:

• What are the key issues being raised by each nominee? What are the one or two issues 
that are most dominant during the debate?

• What positions are the nominees taking? Are these positions clear?

• What ideas are the nominees presenting to address the country’s problems?

• Are the nominees clearly defining how they are different from one another?  

• Are there any issues of particular importance to you that the nominees are not addressing?

• How are the nominees treating each other? Are they being courteous or disrespectful?
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Extension Activity

Have students watch the first televised presidential debate, between Richard M. Nixon and 
John F. Kennedy, from September 26, 1960. Then have them write about what the key issues 
were back then, which of the two nominees was the most effective in the debate (and why), 
and how the format of a televised presidential debate has changed over 60 years, and how it 
has remained the same. 

https://www.c-span.org/video/?33073-1/1960-presidential-candidates-debate


DEBATE EVALUATION WORKSHEET

Each debate during Election 2020 will have its own set of topics. For the 
debate that you are covering, write down the topics and take notes on what is 
discussed. You should include each nominee’s key message or position on 
each topic.  

Topic/Question Candidate: Candidate:
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Based on your observations, which nominee was more effective in communicating messages, 
positions, and ideas for each of the topics during the debate? Explain, citing examples from 
your chart and the debate.  

What did you learn from either of the nominees?  

In your opinion, who won this debate? Why? 


